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From the Director...
It is my great pleasure to welcome
you to the new fall term as we begin
our 22nd year of school! In 1995 we
began operations in the main
building with two classrooms and 40
students, comprising one early
childhood class and one lower
elementary class. We employed six
staff members to oversee the entire
organization. (although in hindsight, I
realize that we each did the job of
five people!) I worked at Cliff’s
Amusement Park in the evenings and
on weekends to supplement my
family’s income so that I could put
every dime I made back into the
new school. Executive Director by
day, Ride Operator by night...and it
was a roller coaster either way you
sliced it! The year 2016 finds us now
with 8 classrooms, 145 students and
30 faculty members! We occupy six
buildings and two greenhouse
structures on 7 acres...and we even
have our own little BUS! My
colleagues of 25 plus years have
raised their children in this method,
and some even in this school, and
are now themselves, grandparents
who will soon be seeing their
grandbabies enrolled at Cottonwood
and performing at the sing-alongs in

the months ahead! Throughout our
many years of teaching, it was our
fervent hope that this innovative
method of education would cultivate
independent thinkers and life long
learners who carried with them a
burning desire to find their place in
the world and change it for the
better! We believed our educational
philosophy could transform
lives...and that if only a handful of
people would trust us to do this, the
results would be phenomenal and
become evident in the fullness of
time. Though cliché, we often said,
“if we build it, they will come.” And
now here you are! You have joined
the ranks of those who dared trust,
who dared hope for something
better for their children! And believe
me, YOU HAVE FOUND IT! Want
proof? Our teacher’s aide, Audrey
Scott, who is working in the Junior
elementary, is a Cottonwood alum
who has returned to work with
children after traveling the world and
earning a degree in Psychology at
UNM. Her colleague, Deirdre
Sullivan, an aide in Ms. Elizabeth’s
Early Childhood class, is also an alum
who will begin working on her
Masters in Education next year. You

already know how picky I am about
hand selecting my staff but this was an
easy fit! Many of your elementary
students attend the Full Circle Camp in
the Jemez each August which is staffed
by our former students so you can
already see for yourself what
interesting young people they are. One
of those students just finished earning a
degree in Neuroscience and was
accepted into medical school. He came
by to visit and tell me that he attributed
his success as a student, person and life
long learner to his time at Cottonwood
and emphasized to me that he is the
person he is today because of his early
childhood and elementary years spent
at Cottonwood School! He then
promised to write up a testimonial
newsletter for me which I could share
with all of you so that you can see
“where all this leads!” So there you
have it folks! That same care awaits
your child. We are WILD ABOUT
LEARNING and we are so glad that
you and your family will be joining us
for what will prove to be some of the
greatest times of your children’s lives,
played out right here on our campus.
The future is unwritten...so let’s
scribble a bit on the blank canvas
together, shall we?

∗

Self-Monitoring

Pizza Potluck on September 14 at 6pm

∗

Initiation

Our biggest and best
Parent Night of the year
will be held on
Wednesday, September
14th from 6:00-8:00 PM in
the multipurpose room.
Come out and meet the
teachers, specialists, and
support staff who work
with your children each
day. The Parent

OUR
GRADUATES
EXCEL IN LIFE!

Association Executive
Board will be on hand to
welcome you and
introduce special projects
for the year. The meeting
is a PIZZA POTLUCK so if
your last name begins with
A-K you should bring
drinks; L-S should bring
pizza; T-Z should bring
salad.

We will have a some great
ideas to bounce off of you
along with a few interesting
mixers so be sure to join
us for a fun filled evening!
Free childcare and supper
will be available for
children ages 2-12 in the
main building.
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Fundraising Goals 2016-2017

$500,000 +

Our donors were most
generous last year, helping
us to raise over $50,000 for
the general fund. We rely
on this income to make
ends meet each year as
tuition only covers 80% of
our annual expenses. We
hope to increase that
amount this year by
consolidating our efforts
into a few short campaigns
spread out over the school
year. The first is the Annual
Fund which we will roll out
in September, asking for our

families to help us close the
gap between tuition revenue
and actual costs by making a
tax deductible monthly
pledge.
The second of our
campaigns will oversee all of
our annual fundraising
efforts such as Burritos,
Square One Art, Fall Fest,
Firebolt Fun Run and Annual
Auction. These funds will
also go into the general
fund.

1000 for a 1000! Campaign in
which we will ask 1000
people for a $1000 to help us
pay down the debt on the
school. With 100%
participation, at any giving
level, we will be able to pay
down several loans. If you
would like to make a gift or
know of someone who will,
please call the school
Director, Trish Nickerson at
239-1765 or write to her at:
Trish@

The third campaign will be a

cottonwoodschool.org

Meet Our 2015-2016 Teaching Teams!
Senior Ele 4th–6th

Stephanie Dennis

Specialists

Julia Hayes/Amanda Herman

Toddlers 1.5-3.5 years

w/Erin Patrick

Amy Appel w/Tiffany Bravo

Junior Ele 1st-3rd grade

Pam Gonzales w/

Corinne Matthes w/Audrey
Scott

Angilece Ratliff

Art-Tricia Larese
Drama-Kir Kipness and
Lisa Fenstermacher
Garden– Kristen Hatch
and Becky Pierce

Joy Reese w/Taylor Black

Early Childhood 3-6 years
Elizabeth Mckinley &
Deirdre Sullivan
Estela Cross-Guillen &

Aftercool
Kellie Nickerson
Tricia Larese

Aftercool
Cyndie Roy /Lori Stanzyk

Music-Moe Hickey
PE-Kellie Nickerson
Violin-Sarah Rhodes

Wish Lists
We always try to reuse,
reduce and recycle
everything we can! This is
never more true than in
challenging financial times.
In an effort to keep our
expenses down we are
asking for donations of
any items that you are
through with but that
may prove beneficial to
the school. Please scout
around your home and

garage for discards and
keep us in mind when
you are ready to purge.
Your donations to the
school, as always, are taxdeductible.
Anything we can’t use will
be donated to another
charity so that nothing is
ever wasted.
Some things we are in
need of at this time are:

1. Old pots and pans
2. Games and toys
3. Outdoor toys for the
playgrounds
4. Old costumes
5. Puppets
6. Sports equipment
7. Books
8. Digital cameras
9. Book cases
10. Legos, marbles, balls
11. Board games

Cottonwood School News
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Folklore N’ Snore on Friday, September 9th at 5:30PM
Junior elementary also
holds a campout in our
orchard each year for
parents and siblings.
Thanks to Jodi
Harrington and Dana
Lester, who revived the
tradition two years ago
and brought it under
the CSPA, we are able
to keep the tradition
alive and take the
burden of planning off
of the classroom

teachers. Last year’s
Chairs, Tricia Phaneuf
and Michelle Fonseca,
made sure that it went
off without a hitch and
a great time was had by
all. If you would like to
help this year’s Chair,
Dikla Baranes, put the
campout together,
please email her at
Dikla.baranes@gmail.c
om or call her at 561289-8356.

Here is a Sign Up
Genius link which you
can go to and donate
food or support. http://
www.signupgenius.com/
go/10c0b4aaeaf2ba0fb6folklore SAVE THE

DATE: FOLKLORE
N’ SNORE ON
FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 9TH AT
5:30 PM. Siblings are
welcome, and you
can stay overnight or

just come for the
evening events and
then take off…it’s
entirely up to you
but we are sure
your Junior
Elementary child
will have something
to say about it!

Empty Bowls Project on September 9
Our elementary students
will be participating in the
EMPTY BOWLS PROJECT
again this year. We will
throw pots on a wheel on
9:00-2:00 behind the brick
house. With the help of
ceramicist, Gina
Bobrowski and her art
students from UNM, the
children will make soup
bowls out of clay and then
glaze them. Once fired, the

bowls will be filled with
soup and sold at our Fall
Festival on October 21th
for $15 each. The money
we raise will be given to St.
Martin’s homeless shelter.
We are looking for
volunteers to donate
snacks, a potluck lunch for
the artists, and to help our
students make and paint
the bowls. Please email
tricia.larese@cottonwoods

chool.org if you can help.
And, if you would like to
help fill our empty bowls
with homemade soup or
chili, please sign up on
the class clipboards in
October or see Ms. Trish
to volunteer!
Gina Bobrowski helps Lexi
Keller to throw a pot for the
Empty Bowls
Project to feed the hungry.

Parent Conferences Begin September 12
We will have four
conferences on our school
calendar this year in
response to our parents’
requests for more time
with the teachers and
more information on their
children’s progress at
more regular intervals.
The first of these
conferences is an interview
between parent and
teacher to assist the
classroom teacher in

learning more about your
student’s unique
personality and academic
needs, while establishing
clear expectations of home
and school. A parent form
was sent out by email to
be filled out and returned
to the classroom teacher
prior to the scheduled
conference. Even if your
child is returning to the
same class and you are
comfortable with his

teacher, we highly
recommend that you attend
the conference and take the
opportunity to spend time
with the classroom teacher,
acquainting her with your
child’s personal and family
culture while she shares
with you her vision for her
classroom and it’s unique
opportunities for your
student. Look for sign up
sheets on the class
clipboards this week.
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Family Picnic on September 23
Join us on Friday,
September 23 for a final
farewell to summer at
our annual family picnic.
The picnic will take place
on the elementary field
from 11:30-1:30. This
year, our Safari Picnic will
include arts and crafts for
young and old. We hope
you will bring your
families out to enjoy the
day with us as we
welcome fall and enjoy

one another’s company.
You will need blankets or
chairs, food and water,
umbrellas for shade, and
a picnic lunch. The 5th
grade class will be selling
$2 snow cones all
afternoon to raise money
for their class projects.
Prior to the picnic, we
invite Grandparents and
Grandfriends to join us at
sing along at 8:30, and
then for coffee with the

Director and Principal at
9:00 and later, a visit to
the classrooms for lessons
with our students from
9:30-11:30am.

Middle School Night is September 29 @ 6:30pm
The Administrative staff
of Bosque School will be
at Cottonwood on
Thursday evening,
September 29 at 6:30pm
in the MPR to talk about
how to prepare for
middle school
applications. This is a
wonderful time to hear
all about the
opportunities that
Bosque School offers its

students and how you
can apply. Whether you
intend to go to a public
or private middle
school, this evening is
beneficial in preparing
your student for the
year ahead. The meeting
is most appropriate for
4th through 5th grade
students and their
parents but everyone is
invited to attend. There

will be a question and
answer period
immediately following the
presentation so that you
can have some one on
one time with the
registrars.

School Picture Day October 17
MJ Photography will be at
the school on Monday
morning, October 17 at
8:30 a.m. to take individual
student and class
photographs. Photo
envelopes will be in your
mailboxes on October 3.
Each student must fill out
and return an MJ photo
envelope or they will not
be photographed. Please fill
out and return the

envelope to the office
even if your child will not
be purchasing school
pictures so that we can
be sure to have a
headshot of them for the
student ID and school
yearbook. Sibling photos
will be taken at 8:30. a.m.
in the main building, in
the daycare classroom.
We are looking for a
volunteer to work from

8am to 12 noon with the
classroom teachers and the
photographers. The
volunteer will receive a free
photo packet of their child
for helping. Please let Val
know if you are interested in
volunteering to help out on
SCHOOL PICTURE DAY
FROM 8-12!
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The Toddler Class with Ms. Pamela
Welcome Toddler families! Ms.
Angilece and I are excited to be
starting a new and exciting
school year with such special
people. We are off to a terrific
start. Everyone is settling in and
learning about their new, cozy
classroom. We have already
begun our daily nature walks. It
was exciting to see the children
feed the chickens. We picked
and washed some sweet cherry
tomatoes. It was a juicy treat
and everyone loved them. We
are looking forward to our
Specials in the coming weeks.

Ms. Kristen Hatch will be
helping us start our very own
garden on our playground. She
has some exciting ideas and we
can't wait to begin. I have
already learned that this fun
group of kiddos loves music.
Ms. Moe will join us on
Tuesdays to bring us new songs
and introduce us to
instruments. We wish
everyone a successful and
exciting new school year. Let's
make it the best one yet!

The Transition Class with Ms. Amy
We're getting into the swing of
things here in the Ponderosa
Room! During our first few
weeks of school, our primary
focus will be on establishing
trusting and caring relationships
with each child, as well as
introducing the basic social skills
needed to function within a
learning community. The
children have been busily
exploring the carefully prepared
indoor and outdoor
environments and are delighting
in the myriad of experiences
offered to them. In time, they

will begin to internalize the
order inherent in the
environment and to develop a
sense of the Montessori work
cycle. As the children become
more comfortable in their
immediate environments, we
will also begin to venture out on
daily nature walks to explore
our beautiful campus and meet
the rest of our wonderful staff.
Ms. Tiffany and I are looking
forward to a fantastic year with
you and your children!

The Early Childhood Classes
The school year has begun and
with it the excitement of new
faces, new work and new
opportunities for learning. We
welcome you new and old to our
school family, and hope for a
promising and enriching
experience for all. It is so
rewarding to see how the
children are helping each other
during this transition time and
we so appreciate your
understanding and patience while
we all settle into our new
routine.
Routine is essential to young

children. It provides them with
a sense of security, a sequence
of time and establishes
structure that they need. In a
Montessori classroom, a daily
routine helps the children to
acclimate to their environment
and to internalize order that
they so desire. In our
classrooms we start right from
the beginning of the day with a
morning circle. The children
gather together on the rug to
have a bit of conversation while
everyone is taking turns to put
away their belongings. We sing

a good morning song, take
attendance and share news for the
day. This is a wonderful period of
time in which the children have a
few moments to slowly adjust to
the beginning of the school day.
You can imagine how important
this time of the day becomes to
your child. They are anticipating
the chance to share some news,
or count the number of children,
or to help with the calendar.
Arriving on time everyday ensures
that your child can fully participate
in a very special part of their
classroom routine.

Cottonwood School News
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The Junior Elementary Classes
Jambo, families! As the Junior
elementary prepares for our
wild learning safari, we have
begun the key training phase of
our program. Like any good
group of explorers, we must
ensure that all the members of
our party have the strength,
stamina, and survival skills to
succeed in what will be an
exciting, challenging, and joyous
journey of growth and
development. The Montessori
lessons of Grace and Courtesy
provide us with the
opportunity to build strength
of character in our classroom
community. Establishing,

reinforcing, and practicing our
procedures develops the
stamina we need to have
dynamic, purposeful work
cycles. Finally, the cohesive
communities we build will help
all of us survive whatever
challenges await and will
multiply the joy we all feel
when we reach each goal.
After leaving our mark on our
“base camp” with a group art
project based on historical
African cave art, we will trek to
our first stop, the bosque. We
will sketch and explore the
outdoors, knowing that we will
return to this spot throughout

the year, to observe how one
space changes with the seasons.
We will also meet up with the
Senior elementary explorers for
cooperative games on the field,
creating an even larger and more
diverse community of explorers.
As September begins, we will
continue to explore our chosen
terrain: Africa. We will have the
first Great Lesson and explore
creation stories from around the
world, including Africa. With the
Great lessons as our compass,
we will navigate and learn about
varied African cultures. Of
course, no expedition ever
follows a straight line, so we will

also branch into Language
(including Six Traits writing
and Guided Reading lessons),
Mathematics, and Practical
Life.
Finally, no expedition can
succeed without a vast
network of support. To our
families, who have entrusted
us with a troupe of intrepid
explorers (and provided six or more! years of training
and supplies), we thank you.
We are staffed and
provisioned for our safari.
We look forward to an
exciting year together!

The Senior Elementary Class
At the Senior Elementary plane
of development there is a drive
for creating and innovating.
Nine to twelve year olds have
big ideas that they would love
to see come to fruition. Over
the years, we have slowly been
integrating more opportunities
for our students to act on their
desires to invent and imagine.
This year, after learning more
about the maker movement
and how its theories align so
well with the wants and needs
of our students and our school,

we are excited to be adding a
Maker Space in the
Brickhouse. We hope for this
space to bring about expanded
opportunities, allow for
learning through firsthand
experience, and to meet the
basic human impulse to create.
It gives us the ability to make
our classroom even more
sensitive to each child’s
remarkable capabilities. Time
in the Maker Space will allow
students to receive
experience with authentic

problem solving and see the
application of some of the
planning, design, scientific,
and mathematical concepts
they are learning in class.
The 21st century is going to
see the integration of the
“maker mindset” into every
college major and career
choice. MIT recently
announced it is adding a
section to its admissions
application for students to
write about what they have
made. Making will allow our

students to demonstrate not
only technical knowledge and
creativity but also habits such
as perseverance and
resourcefulness. From
woodworking or sewing to
recycled art or soldering, we
are thrilled to see what our
amazing students choose to
make of the Maker Space!
Feel free to stop by the
Brickhouse and check it out.
We also welcome donations
to help keep the materials
available and fresh.

The AFTERCOOL Program (6-12 years)
Aftercool has been off to
a great start! With Ms.
Tricia on board as one of
the Aftercool teachers,
the students and I are
excited to have her
company, knowledge,
guidance, skills, and
expertise. I have a feeling
there will be some
excellent art opportunities
in Aftercool this year. On
the first Wednesday back
to school, we celebrated

National Waffle Day in
Aftercool the only way we
knew how, by cooking and
eating waffles! The older
students were so helpful
in helping prepare the
special snack for all of the
elementary students. If
you are interested in
donating any food items
to Aftercool for more
special opportunities like
this for the students,
please see the wish list on

the bulletin board in the
hallway of Aftercool, or
speak with Ms. Kellie.
Cross Country Club will
begin on Friday,
September 9th and run
every Friday from 4-5PM.
If you are interested in
signing up, there is a
sheet on the bulletin
board in the hallway of
Aftercool, or you can
contact Ms. Kellie. We
are always happy to have

parent help and
support every other
Friday, during our
bosque runs. Our
bosque runs for Cross
Country Club will begin
on Friday, September
16th. It’s a great way to
train in for the
Cottonwood
FIREBOLT 5K Fun run
on Sunday, November
13th at 9AM.
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The AFTERCARE Program (2-6 years)
Beginning the first week in
September we will be learning
about Skunks. As an Art
project we will be making,
Paper Plate Skunks and we
will be playing, Pin the Tail on
the Skunk. We will be moving
and grooving to, Sammy the
Skunk, based on a book by:
Artie Knapp and wrapping up
our week by making Rice
Pudding. During week 2 we
will be learning about Ducks.
The children will be making
Finger Puppet Ducks as an
Art Project. They will be
catching, "Little Rubber

Ducks" using a slotted spoon
out of our water table. We
will do a finger play to the
song 6 Little Ducks and acting
out to, "One Duck Stuck."
Friday we will be making Pigs
in a Blanket for our cooking
project.
For week 3 we will be
learning about various shapes.
The children will be creating
their own animals out of
different shapes as an Art
activity. We will be playing a
matching shapes game and
playing a bean bag toss game
onto different shapes. Our

cooking project will be cream
cheese and cucumber
sandwiches cut into different
shapes. We will be ending the
month with a study of apples.
The children will be making
tambourines out of paper plates
with various items filled inside to
make noise makers. We will
have a paper Apple relay and
play musical Apple pass. On
Friday we will be making Apple
butter.
We wish a happy fall to all!
Ms. Cyndie and Ms. Lori

Visual Arts Program by Tricia Larese
This year our art lessons will
have an over-arching theme of
the African Continent. With
that as the cultural and
historical framework, we will
be learning and honing skills
across a wide array of media,
artistic styles, and techniques.
I hope to introduce the
students to aspects of African
art that they may not have
learned of yet. While I will, of
course, present the grandeur
of the Egyptian Civilization
and discuss the beauty of the
African biomes and the

animals that inhabit them, we
will also be discussing the
beautiful art of the Nubian
Empire, the cloth painting of
Birkina Fasso, the Shona
sculptures of Zimbabwe, and
the portraiture of the Sudanese
artist Ibrahim El Salahi -- to
name a few lessons.
We will kick off all this amazing
learning by working with
charcoal and using the Patterns
of Nature. With this wonderful
tool we can see how, with a
few simple and universal
patterns, we can learn to draw

ANYTHING our eyes can see
or our mind can dream up.
We will also discuss the
works found in Blombo’s
Cave in South Africa which
contains the oldest human art
known at this time -- possibly
70,000 to 100,000 years old!
It’s going to be a beautiful and
culturally expanding journey
this year in the Art Program
at Cottonwood School! I am
so glad to have your children
along for the trek!

Garden by Kristen Hatch and Becky Pierce
This year plans to be an
exciting year in the
Cottonwood garden! We
look forward to bringing
some aesthetic delights to
the campus in the form of
annuals, perennials and
edible flowers; adding
fragrance and culinary
variety with herbs and
spices; and hands-on
building projects ranging
from garden art to a chicken
coop remodel. In addition,

the children will be involved
in planting, harvesting and
selling produce, eggs and
herbs. The Senior
Elementary will be setting
up a honeybee colony and
planting forage for
pollinators of all types. The
Toddlers will get their very
own garden this year. The
Early Childhood and Junior
elementary classes will have
unique projects that will be
both beautiful and

functional. We look forward
to co-creating a unique
garden experience for our
students and invite you to
stop in for a tour anytime!
Ms. Kristen works 8:30-11:30
Tuesday -Thursday and Becky
works 12-4 Monday through
Friday allowing for time in
the garden during each
elementary recess as well as
afternoon opportunities for
exploration, discover and
design.

Cottonwood School News
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Music Program by Moe Hickey
Jambo everyone! I am so
excited to get started with
Music. I have been racking up
steps on my FitBit consolidating
all the musical instruments into
our new Performing Arts room
in the Junior Elementary
Complex. The big news is that
besides getting a whole big
room dedicated to music and
drama, we also got a Baldwin
piano donated and moved in.
Thank you to the Clugston
family for the generous donation
and thanks to Ms. Trish for
getting it moved in and tuned

up. We will be spending the first
few weeks getting to know our
new space and exploring the
various instruments that we will
be using this year, before
settling down to learn a little
about African music. On
another note (pun intended), I
am always on the lookout for
parents who would like to help
accompany our students and
teachers during sing along each
Friday at 8:30AM. If you are
available to rehearse for about a
half an hour or so a week (or if
you just want to try it out once

or twice) shoot me an email at
maureen@cottonwoodschool.o
rg. The idea behind sing along is
to show children that music is
not just about pop stars and
fame; it is something that feeds
the spirit. Nothing is more
moving than to hear a hundred
children and their families
singing with gusto or to hear
them singing their favorite sing
along songs while moving
through the classroom. So, dust
off your old band instruments
and let’s give it a go. Who

knows maybe we’ll start
something wonderful?!

Physical Education Program by Kellie Nickerson
I am so excited to begin
working with my students in
PE! Please make sure that your
student comes to school
prepared for lots of physical
activity every day, but
especially on specials day.
Wearing the correct shoes for
PE is important. Please make
sure your student comes to
school wearing running or
tennis shoes, so that they can
safely participate in all PE
activities. It is also important
that your child also come to

school with a water bottle.
Your children should be
drinking a lot of water every
day, but particulary when they
are outside in PE. Our
elementary students are going
to the begin the year by
working on team building
activities. My goals for your
children in PE are for them to
find types of physical activity
that they enjoy, so that they
can be active for their entire
lives, and to foster good
sportsmanship. In our

teambuilding games, your
children will learn to work
cooperatively and communicate
effectively with their classmates.
We will also discuss the
Olympics, and have personal
best days throughout the year.
On personal best days, the
students will strive to improve
their own scores in running/
walking, push-ups, and sit-ups.
The early childhood students
will begin the year with lessons
on personal space, spatial
relationships, tempo, and

practice locomotor skills
such as running, jumping,
galloping, hopping, sidesliding, skipping, and
leaping. After that, they
will creativity move like
various animals including
frogs, rabbits, elephants,
seals, and crabs.

Violin Program by Sarah Rhodes
Welcome to Cottonwood
School’s Violin program! I am
so excited to get to know
you and your children and
look forward to a great year
of beautiful music! Classes
will begin after Labor Day.
Rentals for instruments will
be done through Robertson
and Sons Violin Shop http://
www.robertsonviolins.com/
and will cost around $16/
month. Each Kindergarten
through elementary child will
receive 1 group lesson per
week. If you feel your child

could benefit from individual
lessons, I offer private lessons
in my studio. If this is
something you feel would
benefit your child, regardless
of age, I will be happy to help.
ALL students need to have
their instruments to school
no later than September 6.
Please go to Robertson's
Violin Shop - 3201 Carlisle
Blvd. NE (505)889-2999 and
put in an order for your
child’s instrument. Please
remind the people at the
shop that you are a part of

my program at Cottonwood
School, so they measure
accordingly - or ask them to
measure your child to the
wrist instead of palm of hand.
YOUR CHILD WILL
NEED TO GO WITH
YOU TO BE
MEASURED. You will need
to rent:
• Violin & Bow
• Sponge size 3 or larger
• 2 Rubberbands
• Cleaning Cloth

PLEASE HAVE VIOLIN
CASE LABELED
CLEARLY WITH YOUR
CHILD’S NAME
BEFORE BRINGING TO
SCHOOL!!! As these
lessons get underway, I invite
you to stop by and observe
the wonderful world of
violin. If you have any
questions, please drop a note
in my box at the school and I
will get back to you as soon
as I can. I am also available at
fiddlertwit@yahoo.com

Development with Sarah Crichlow
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Cottonwood Student Council 2016
The Cottonwood School
Student Council will be
sponsored by Trish
Nickerson this year. One
student from each grade
level in each class will rotate
through the council this so
that everyone has the
opportunity to participate,
gain leadership in the school
and support our community
service projects.
The mission of the Student
Council is :

to try to improve the
school community by
helping people to solve
problems while having fun
and showing that kids can
make a difference.
If you would like to help us
with service projects or
activism or mentoring
please contact Ms. Trish and
she will collaborate with
you on wonderful new
activities for our students.
Most of our projects are
generated by the students as
they canvas the campus and

student body to gain a
better understanding of
what their classmates want
and need. It is a wonderful
way to give the
Administration a peek into
stakeholder focus and big
things usually come of this
time together. In year’s past,
the students repaired bikes
for PBJ, bought trikes for
the sand playground,
expanded the basketball
court, bought the chess set
for the field and ran clothing
drives for local shelters.

Firebolt 5K/1 Mile Fun Run Sunday, Nov 13th
We’re happy to announce
that the Annual Family Fun
Run 5K and 1 Mile Run is
returning to Cottonwood
School again this fall! The
FIREBOLT, named for our
marathon running-HP
aficionado P.E. teacher, Kellie
Nickerson, is a “Harry
Potter” themed run/walk
event that will bring together
the wizarding and muggle
worlds as we recruit runners
of all sizes, ages and abilities

for a mystical trek through
the Corrales Bosque. The
Run will be followed by a
faire on the elementary field
featuring Quidditch, potions,
butter beer, chess, wand
making and fun for the whole
family. We’re looking for
walkers, runners, timers,
volunteers, fans, and sponsors
to make the magic happen!
Stay tuned for registration
details in the coming weeks,
and check ACTIVE.COM to

register for the event. If you
would like to work on the Fun
Run Committee or are
interested in becoming a premier
event sponsor please contact
Trish Nickerson at
trish@cottonwoodschool.org
This is a fantastic, fun, happy,
healthy event for the whole
family which benefits the school
and local community and we
would really appreciate your
support!

The Burrito Brigade sponsored by BUENO FOODS
The Burrito Brigade is a parent
run fundraiser which gives
100% of its profits directly to
the school to cover expenses
not covered by tuition. In an
effort to double their sales and
increase their revenues this
year, members of the Burrito
Brigade will be calling on
Cottonwood business owners
to ask for their help in buying
or selling fresh, homemade
breakfast burritos at work, to
their employees, colleagues, co
-workers, customers or
vendors.

If you would like to help the
Burrito Brigade double its
revenues this year you can:
1.

DONATE EGGS,
CHEESE, POTATOES OR
BACON.

2.

JOIN A BURRITO TEAM
TO HELP ROLL
BURRITOS THE NIGHT
BEFORE SALES.

WORK AND SELL THEM
TO FRIENDS.
5.

SUPPORT SALES BY
PURCHASING OUR FRESH,
HOT, HOMEMADE
BREAKFAST BURRITOS
ON THE DAY OF SALE TO
EAT OR FREEZE!

3.

SELL BURRITOS IN THE
LANE FROM 7:30-8:30 EA
MONTH.

If you would like to keep this
wonderful tradition alive at
Cottonwood by volunteering to
cook, roll or sell hot, fresh,
homemade breakfast burritos,
email Ms. Trish at:

4.

TAKE BURRITOS TO

trish@cottonwoodschool.org

Cottonwood School Parent Association
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From Your CSPA...
The Cottonwood School
Parent Association is hard at
work for you and so very
excited for the year to
unfold. We’ve recently
added Becki Lard as
President, Matt Dunkel as
Vice President, Jennifer Ickes
as Secretary, and Karen
Davidson as Treasurer. On
September 9th they are
hosting the Junior
Elementary camp out,
otherwise known as the
FOLKLORE N’SNORE. Lots
of info has gone out on this

but if you need more, please
see Dikla Baranes and she
will fill you in.

hello. We are always looking
for more hands and
appreciate all the parent
interest we are getting.
The CSPA will be at the Pizza
Check your mailbox next
Mingler on September 14th
week for a parent survey. It
to enlist your help on new
will let us know where your
projects such as bee boxes
time and talent lay so that we
for the garden.
can enlist your help for the
school. It is our hope that
There will be Coffee and
each parent will donate at
Donuts in the Lane on the
third Friday of every month, least 10 hours per year, or
one hour per month to help
starting on September 16
the school! Remember, it
from 7-9 am. Stop by and
grab a complimentary hot
takes a village,
coffee and donut and say

Meet the Hospitality Coordinator!
Please welcome the CSPA
2016 Hospitality
Coordinator, Tammy Jones.
Tammy and her wife of 27
years, Rachel Wirth, have
two children in the school;
seven year old twins, Tessa
and Tanner, who have just
entered second grade. A
devout buckeye fan, Tammy
hails from Ohio. She
attended the Air Force
Academy and retired after a
distinguished career to

teach middle school math at
Bosque School. Tammy is a
gardening, golf and yoga
enthusiast with mad cooking
and baking skills. Her easy
laugh and wicked sense of
humor endear her to us all.
Tammy’s job is to interface
with the room parents to
ensure that new families are
welcomed and mentored
while also serving as a
resource to help acclimate
new parents and students to

the school. She is available to
families should there be any
questions about school
activities, events, community
culture, or school policies
etc. from a parent’s
perspective. You will see
Tammy in the lane every
third Friday serving up coffee
and donuts. You can also
reach her at
golfrocks@comcast.net if
you have any questions or
would like to get involved

Tammy Jones
HOSPITALITY
CHAIR

Dining for Dollars, Amazon and Box Tops, Oh My!
Our Box Tops and Dining
programs are up and
running so look for those
Box Tops on packaging
and keep them coming!
Setting up your Target
Red Card or Amazon
Smile accounts is an easy
way to give back to the
school each time you
shop. We also sponsor
the monthly Dining for
Dollars events for

Cottonwood at local
eateries. Please mark
your calendar so that you
can join us for dinner
once a month and earn
funds for the CSPA while
enjoying a hot meal out
with the school family!
All dinners will take place
in the early evening at
about 5PM to 9PM.
Sometimes a flyer or
coupon is required to

elicit the donation.
Watch the Facebook
page and weekly emails
for details.

Cottonwood School News

What Is Executive Functioning?
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By: Joyce Cooper-Kahn Laurie Dietzel

The Basics
• The executive functions all serve a "command and control" function; they can be viewed as the
"conductor" of all cognitive skills.
• Executive functions help you manage life tasks of all types. For example, executive functions let
you organize a trip, a research project, or a paper for school or work.
• Often, when we think of problems with executive functioning, we think of disorganization. However, organization is only one of these important skills.
• The term "executive functioning" has become a common buzzword in schools and psychology offices. This is more than just a passing fad. In fact, neuropsychologists have been studying these skills for
many years. We believe that the focus on executive functioning represents a significant advancement in
our understanding of children (and adults!) and their unique profile of strengths and weaknesses.

A Formal Definition of Executive Functioning
Now (drum roll please), here is a formal definition of executive functioning:
The executive functions are a set of processes that all have to do with managing oneself and one's resources in order to achieve a goal. It is an umbrella term for the neurologically-based skills involving
mental control and self-regulation.
What mental control skills are covered under this umbrella? Different researchers and practitioners have
their own favorite lists, although the overall concept is basically the same. We use the list proposed by
Drs. Gerard A. Gioia, Peter K. Isquith, Steven C. Guy, and Lauren Kenworthy. These psychologists developed their understanding of executive functions through sound research and created a rating scale
that helps parents, teachers, and professionals understand a particular child and think more specifically
about how to help.

A List of Executive Functions
What specific abilities are covered under the umbrella term of executive functioning? Below is the list
of executive functions from Dr. Gioia and his colleagues.
1. Inhibition - The ability to stop one's own behavior at the appropriate time, including stopping actions and
thoughts. The flip side of inhibition is impulsivity; if you have weak ability to stop yourself from acting on your
impulses, then you are "impulsive."
2. Shift - The ability to move freely from one situation to another and to think flexibly in order to respond appropriately to the situation.
3. Emotional Control - The ability to modulate emotional responses by bringing rational thought to bear on
feelings.
4. Initiation - The ability to begin a task or activity and to independently generate ideas, responses, or problemsolving strategies.
5. Working memory - The capacity to hold information in mind for the purpose of completing a task.
6. Planning/Organization - The ability to manage current and future- oriented task demands.
7. Organization of Materials - The ability to impose order on work, play, and storage spaces.
8. Self-Monitoring - The ability to monitor one's own performance and to measure it against some standard of
what is needed or expected.

Important Contact Information for the School Year:

3896 Corrales Rd
Corrales, NM
87048

Director-Trish Nickerson

239-1765

trish@cottonwoodschool.org

Principal-Moe Hickey

897-8375

maureen@cottonwoodschool.org

Office Manager-Val Armenta 897-8375

val@cottonwoodschool.org

Brickhouse-Aftercool

kellienickerson@hotmail.com

3896 Corrales Road
Corrales, New Mexico 87048
505-897-8375

897-3544

Family Coaching-Danielle Cossett
615-0806

dcbalance@comcast.net

975-3259

chillywillie17@yahoo.com

Maintenance- Shanual Brown

www.cottonwoodschool.org CSPA President-Becki Lard

absnm15@gmail.com

Nurtured Heart Approach Class on September 10th 9-12

Our Mission
Our mission is to
encourage the
potential of each
child through an
interdisciplinary
curriculum which
cultivates
intellectual
achievement,
artistic abilities
and creative
reasoning in
accordance with
Montessori
philosophy.

“The Nurtured Heart
Approach is a set of
notions and strategies
that enables adults to
energetically and vividly
recognize, appreciate
and reflect to a child his
or her positive choices.
This, in turn, creates
what I call inner wealth,
a deep and lasting kind
of self-esteem that comes
from actual experiences
of being held in esteem,
day after day, for all the
ways in which the child
is not just “being good”
or even “being great”
but for the ways in which
his very existence, along
with his everyday
choices, are held up as
qualities of the greatness
he possesses.” Howard
Glasser, Founder/
Director

The Nurtured Heart
Approach Parenting
classes will be offered
again at the school for
first time participants as
well as those who would
like to return for a
refresher. The first class
will be held on
Saturday, September
10th from 9AM-noon in
the upstairs conference
room of the main
building with family
counselor and NHA
trainer, Danielle Cossett.
Free childcare will be
available in the playroom
during class time. Classes
will be followed by a
once a month discussion
with Moe or Trish about
applications in day-to-day
life if there is interest.
Please call Val at 897-

8375 to register for the
class and childcare.
Guests, friends and family
members are welcome to
attend with you. The class
is free but there will be a
$15 charge for the book if
you choose to purchase it.

